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ELECTRIC SHAPE PLANER FR98H

€783,98 (excl. VAT)

This Virutex electric hand planer is designed to profile or bevel beams, posts or other wooden work
pieces. On delivery there are a pair of straight knives mounted on this machine, suitable for chamfering

edges. A profile knife (ref. 9841006) is also included as standard with this planer. A number of other
profile knives are optionally available. The width of your profiles is adjustable between 0mm and 40mm.

SKU: VIR-FR98H
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This Virutex electric hand planer is designed to profile or bevel beams, posts or other wooden work pieces. On
delivery there are a pair of straight knives mounted on this machine, suitable for chamfering edges. A profile

knife (ref. 9841006) is also included as standard with this planer. A number of other profile knives are optionally
available. Because the guide on which your workpiece rests moves in relation to the machine, you can still

create different profiles with the same knife. The width of your profiles is adjustable between 0mm and 40mm.

Thanks to the two handles, you always work comfortably and can safely hold the planer in any position. Using
the button at the top, it is possible to adjust the second handle to different positions while working on horizontal
surfaces. In this way, the safe and comfortable grip is always guaranteed. The planer FR98H is equipped with an

electronic start system with safety switch. Supplied as standard with connector for dust extraction.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Hand planer for profiles
A pair of straight & profile knives included

Multiple profiles available separately
For chamfering or profiling

Adjustable width between 0mm and 40mm

DESCRIPTION

This Virutex electric hand planer is designed to profile or bevel beams, posts or other wooden work pieces. On
delivery there are a pair of straight knives mounted on this machine, suitable for chamfering edges. A profile
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knife (ref. 9841006) is also included as standard with this planer. A number of other profile knives are optionally
available. Because the guide on which your workpiece rests moves in relation to the machine, you can still

create different profiles with the same knife. The width of your profiles is adjustable between 0mm and 40mm.
Thanks to the two handles, you always work comfortably and can safely hold the planer in any position. Using

the button at the top, it is possible to adjust the second handle to different positions while working on horizontal
surfaces. In this way, the safe and comfortable grip is always guaranteed. The planer FR98H is equipped with an

electronic start system with safety switch. Supplied as standard with connector for dust extraction.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 4,9 kg

Input Power 1300W

Planing width 80mm

No-load speed 23000rpm


